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“Robert Nadeau”
[Maryann’s Ex-husband]
“Nancy Madore”
Tuesday, June 28, 2005, 1:46 PM
[In-laws]—Knock it off

[Ex-husband],
Your [Relative] has been emailing [Maryann’s] best friend (and, lately, my very good friend also), Nancy Madore, and
doing everything in her power to attempt to get to [Maryann] and me via sharing copies of emails between you, me and
[In-law] that were issued several weeks or more ago, before I ever had a clue that [Maryann] and I would get back
together. It is obvious that [In-law] and you hate [Maryann] and will do everything you can to harass and frustrate her
efforts to be happy. Well, I’ve got news for you.
If you or [In-law], or anyone apparently or actually acting on your behalves, emails or in any other way communicates
with Nancy or [Maryann] one more time, for the purpose of sharing any of our obsolete and badly misinformed (by you
and [In-law]) communications and/or for the apparent purpose or negligent effect of invading our privacy, inflicting
emotional distress, defaming any one of us, or harassing us, you and [In-law] can be assured that your ex-wife, to wit, my
future wife, will own [In-law’s] home and will be happy to evict [In-law] from it. You should also be advised that both of
you are subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of Massachusetts and Maine when you engage in your unauthorized
activities, that I am licensed, most proficient and well respected in those courts, and that the judgments of those courts are
subsequently registrable, enforceable and lienable in Pennsylvania. I am not kidding. I will be on you and [In-law] like
white on rice.
With all due respect, [In-law] has clearly shown herself to be a malicious, spiteful person. It is clear that the apple did not
fall far from that very diseased tree. You and [In-law] will not destroy what [Maryann] and I have found in each other,
and you will do no further harm to her and the kids. You will not succeed in any effort to wrest those kids from her, either,
for any number of reasons that frankly completely disentitle you to even being considered for primary residence or
custody of those children—for example, alcoholism, excessive smoking, refusal to obtain and hold down a job consistent
with your educational level, failure to honor court orders regarding child and child support matters, inability to promote
and foster a positive image of the children’s other parent, inability or refusal to establish financial independence and a
consistent level of responsibility, and refusal to seek guardianship of [In-law] and to have her committed.
[Maryann] is an absolutely beautiful woman, both inside and out—not at all the woman you tried to paint her up to be in
your purportedly supportive emails to me that caused me to say and do things I ceased doing one month ago after realizing
that much of what you said is simply borne of lifelong insecurity, an inferiority complex, and hatred. She is also the best
mother I’ve ever seen (and I’ve seen lots of parents, both as an attorney and from the bench in very heated, emotional
child custody disputes through the years).
It is extremely ironic that [In-law], who professes to be religious, saying masses for people and holding candlelight vigils
(disguised as séances?), chooses to inject herself into something that is absolutely none of her business. I am extremely
surprised that [Maryann] lasted in marriage with you for more than just a few days. [Maryann], through you, inherited the
[In-law] from hell. But now she’s history, and she needs to get used to that fact.
Please also know that [In-law] has no rights concerning [the children]. Only you and [Maryann] do. So, you would be
very wise to reign [In-law] in, so as to avoid further jeopardy to the rights you still have. Those kids deserve much better
from you. They do love you, and they will never hear me disparage you or [In-law]—that’s a promise. But you also have
my promise that a judge and jury will hear me disparage you and [In-law] most effectively, if you or [In-law] cross the
line just one more time. [Maryann] has her own life now, she’s eclipsed you and [In-law], and you two had better just get
used to it or it will only get much worse for both of you.
Bob Nadeau

